CMA INDOOR REQUIREMENTS
The CMA will supply LOC with past 2 day schedules, WMA
specifications, CMA events and official’s requirements.
LOC sufficient to cover all aspects of championships
1. 200m - 5 to 6 lane rubberized oval track
2. 6 to 8 lane 50, 60 metre straight. Straight can be integrated into oval
3. Start lines for all standard events, hurdle markings and exchange zones(masters
only marks can be taped)
4. Track measured and certified
5. Photo timing on straight and oval
6. Hy-Tek Meet Manager used for entries and results
7. Certified officials in charge of each event sufficient to run championship along
with volunteers
8. Long jump, triple jump, pole vault, high jump, shot put and weight throw
venues along with relevant equipment
9. Safety cage for shot put and weight throw
10. All Master’s weights
11. 10 sets of blocks, 8 sets of standard hurdles.
12. 2 sets of hurdles to 27 inches(can be modified to 27” with 30” weight)
13. All mats needed for safe use of vertical events
14. Heat and results posting area
15. Results posted daily on Internet
16. Sufficient change and shower rooms for male and female athletes
17. Officials room
18. Parking and access to transportation and accommodations.
19. First aide on site before, during and after competition (access to ambulance
and hospital)
20. Awards area and podium
21. Gold, silver and bronze medals sufficient for all events age 30 plus male,
female and guests

22. Interior to be heated and humidified for the purpose of athletic competition
23. Package pick-up desk
24. Viewing area for audience, coaches and competitors
25. Records coordinator
26. Announcer
27. Athlete accommodations
28. Possible athlete function/ pub night?
29. Signed agreement between CMA and LOC
30. Meet insurance listing CMA
31. Budget based on 150 to 250 athletes
32. Website for entries, meet information, accommodations, transportation and
results and links to CMA and local community
33. All equipment to IAAF basic certification
34. A visitation will be required for a new venue once completed.
The CMA Stadia VP will work with any group in preparation of a bid and if
successful, in preparation of the championship.
Brian Keaveney
masters@sympatico.ca

